
BEACH GUIDE
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Explore our beautiful beaches and find  
a new favourite for your family.  

The Central Coast is home to some of the most 
beautiful beaches in Australia, with stunning  
headlands, smaller crowds and clean water. There’s 
a range of sand and reef beaches, including some 
great spots perfectly suited to taking toddlers and 
kids for a swim. We’ve done the research for you, 
chatting to local surfers and swimmers, to get the 
lowdown on which beaches are great for families 
and those that are best left to the grownups.

HOW TO SPOT A RIP
l You can spot the channel of a rip by  
the darker colour of the deeper water.
l An area of smooth water running away 
from the beach, between breaking waves,  
is a good indication of a rip.
l Weed and debris can be carried away  
by a rip, showing you exactly where it is.
l Murky, dark water can indicate water  
being stirred up by a rip.

If you get caught in a rip, it’s important to  
stay calm. Never attempt to swim directly  
back to shore, but go with the rip and it  
will slowly take you across the beach.  
Raise your arm and wait for help. Float  
on your back to conserve energy.
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BEACH GUIDE

        PATONGA (unpatrolled)
Protected from large swell. Great option 
for kids. Right near the Palm Beach ferry 
wharf and Patonga Hotel. Camping and 
picnic spots nearby. 

        PEARL BEACH (unpatrolled)
Southern end is protected from swell 
and has an ocean pool. Close to shops, 
cafés and playground.
l Northern end can be dangerous, with 
large, dumping shore breaks and rips. 

        UMINA BEACH
Safe and protected beach, ideal for 
learning to surf. Fallen ocean pool at 
southern end is perfect for supervised 
exploration. Popular off-leash dog area. 
Reserve with skate ramp, picnic facilities, 
flying fox and other play equipment.
l Susceptible to stormwater runoff at 
southern end. Avoid after heavy rain.

        OCEAN BEACH
2 kms of protected golden sand, perfect 
for building sandcastles. An ocean beach 
with the safety of an inland waterway, 
ideal for building surf confidence.

        ETTALONG BEACH (unpatrolled)
Protected and calm estuarine beach. 
Close to shops and amenities with play 
park at southern end. Can get busy on 
holidays and weekends.

        KILLCARE BEACH
Beautiful beach, great on a calm day. 
Rock pools to explore at the southern 
end. Putty Beach (northern corner) is 
calmer but unpatrolled. Camping and 
picnic spots nearby.
l Popular surf beach with consistent 
rips and regular large shore breaks.

        MACMASTERS BEACH
One of our most beautiful beaches.
Offers safer swimming than nearby 
Copacabana but small children should 
stick to the rock pool.

        COPACABANA BEACH
Quiet and close to local shops and 
cafés, it’s a great place to relax.
Protected from strong summer north-
easterly winds. Young children should 
stick to paddling in the rock pool at the 
northern end.
l Known for its constant rips, so you 
must always swim between the flags.

        AVOCA BEACH
Popular surf beach with generally calm 
patrolled areas close to the surf club. 
Rock pool at southern end is great for 
paddling. Close to cafés and shops. 
Aquafun on Avoca Lake has kayaks, 
pedal boats and SUPs.
l Take care to stay out of the way  
of surfers in the water. 

        NORTH AVOCA BEACH
l Open to large swells and rips so stick  
to swimming between the flags.

        TERRIGAL BEACH
Our most popular seaside resort town 
and beach, with many restaurants, 
shops and accommodation options. 
Year-round patrolling makes this a safe 
beach for young families. Protected 
from large southerly swells. The Haven 
towards The Skillion is perfect for 
families with small children.

        WAMBERAL BEACH
l Picturesque and unspoilt beach but 
very open, catching most swell and 
with a heavy shore break. Best left to 
experienced swimmers and surfers.
Wamberal Lagoon, offers an 
alternative to the beach for families.

        SPOON BAY (unpatrolled)
Beautiful, secluded bay, perfect for 
picnicking and exploring rocks pools.
l Avoid when the swell is large.

        FORRESTERS BEACH
l Beautiful stretch of sand but 
conditions are suitable for experienced 
surfers only.

        BATEAU BAY (unpatrolled)
At high tide a lagoon forms at the 
southern end, perfect for taking 
toddlers. Be careful of dumpers on  
the main beach. 

        BLUE LAGOON (unpatrolled)
Beautiful small bay. Great spot for 
picnicking and exploring rocks pools.
Popular caravan park behind the beach.

        SHELLY BEACH
l Beautiful golden beach but with rips 
at each end. Best left to surfers and 
experienced swimmers.

        TOOWOON BAY
Stunning horseshoe-shaped beach 
within a small bay, protected from 
larger swells by a reef, exposed at low 
tide. An adjacent grassy reserve, perfect 
for picnics and playing.

        THE ENTRANCE BEACH
Popular holiday spot with patrolled 
beach, shops, playground, cafés and 
picnic areas. Be aware of the tidal flow 
in and around the channel, especially 
with younger children. Rips can occur 
on the beach in larger swell. A 50m 
pool, lap pool and wading pool are 
located at the southern end, open 6am 
to 6pm in summer. They’re regularly 
cleaned and maintained, and have their 
own lifeguard patrol.

        NORTH ENTRANCE BEACH
l Beautiful but isolated stretch of beach. 
Exposed to large swells and best left to 
surfers and experienced swimmers. 

        PELICANS BEACH (unpatrolled)
l Beautiful beach with lovely walks 
through the National Park but another 
one best left to surfers.

        SOLDIERS BEACH
Popular surf beach with a patrolled 
swimming area. Take care to stay out of 
the way of surfers and swim between 
the flags only. Worth taking kids a little 
further north to Norah Head rockpool 
(can be busy in summer). 

        LAKES BEACH
l Part of a long, isolated stretch of 
beach that also includes Budgewoi 
Beach. Patrolled at the southern end 
but prone to rips and strong shore 
breaks.

        FRAZER BEACH
Patrolled during school holidays.
National Park campground directly 
behind the beach. The lagoon offers  
a safe place for kids to paddle.
l Popular beach but exposed and 
prone to rips. Avoid in large swell.

        CATHERINE HILL BAY
l Patrolled but not a good swimming 
beach. Best left to surfers. ©
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Listed beaches start from the southern 
end of the Central Coast and are 
patrolled unless marked otherwise. 
Always swim between the flags, and 
check swimming conditions and water 
depth before entering. 


